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hi, andrew! i think i answered this last night in the thread you linked me to. i have a problem similar to yours. i have a dual boot system with windows 7 and ubuntu, and when i installed windows 7, a problem happened where the windows 7 installer
overwrote the mbr. the steps to solve this are actually very easy. open terminal and type "bootrec.exe/fixmbr" and hit enter. it should reboot. when you load up windows, delete the ntlite partition and put it back to what it was before. restores the mbr

and windows should boot normally. i did not get a email with the path of vlite from previous instructions. i am installing on one of the computer i am performing the sp1 for me. do i just copy and paste the path to the folder i extracted it to? thank you for
your help. i used the registry backup method if that makes any difference how do you have the other computers set up on your network? virtual machines on your desktop? virtual machines on your notebook? if they are vms then you simply need to

install the software you wish to use on the virtual machines. you don't have to use the physical machines to use the software at all, just have the vms online and use them for whatever you wish to do. you don't need physical access to the computers to
be able to use them. hi, good to see you are still in business, i am following the same procedure as you but my installed windows is not showing any updates. when i tried to install the windows update it gave an error message "windows update could not
be installed.. please try again later how do i install the additional updates after that. i have installed sp1 update, rebooted and i am still having the same problem. all of a sudden i am not able to update my windows 8.1 and windows 8 pro any more. it is

really important to me to sort out this issue. please help me to resolve the issue that i am facing now. thank you
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i tried downloading the latest slipstreaming tool, i am getting an error
message when i try to install the slipstreaming tool: the program can’t start

because windows can’t access the specified device, path, or file. you may not
have the appropriate permissions to access this file. make sure you’re logged

on as the person who originally installed this program and that you’re not
impersonating someone else. [1] and i cannot find the folder where the

updates are stored, or how to install them once downloaded, and this seemed
to be the only way to include them in my slipstreaming tool. i am also at a bit

of a loss with the ulz file. i mean, i know that the file is supposed to be a
complete version of windows 7 which would mean that i have to have all the

updates included in the slipstreaming tool. but all i have to do is use the
slipstreaming tool to create my own slipstreamed iso and that will include all
the updates i need. the reason i want to use the slipstreaming tool is so that i
can create a win 7 iso that includes all the updates and then use that iso to

create a custom win 7 iso for my own use. so basically what i want to do is to
use the slipstreaming tool to create an integrated version of windows 7

ultimate but without any of the internet explorer updates. i have not found any
instructions on how to create an ulz file. all i have is the slipstreaming tool

which includes an option to create an iso of the integrated version of windows
7. i am at a bit of a loss as to how to proceed with this. what should i do?

should i just use the slipstreaming tool to create my own slipstreamed iso? or
should i create a slipstreamed iso and then manually delete the internet

explorer 11 updates that the slipstreaming tool included in my slipstreamed
iso? the reason i want to use the slipstreaming tool is so that i can create a win
7 iso that includes all the updates and then use that iso to create a custom win

7 iso for my own use. 5ec8ef588b
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